LITHIC IMPLEMENT
Unique ID: SUSS-D7F112
Object type certainty: Certain
Workflow status: Awaiting validation
No. 1 on the attached photograph. A late Upper Palaeolithic non-geometic microlith, dating from
11,000 BC to 8,300 BC. Multiple bladelet / flakes have previously been removed from the surface of
the flake. There is evidence of retouch.
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Notes:

Subsequent actions
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These flints form part of a large collection of lithic implements and associated waste flakes. The
finder was collecting flints from the 1960 onwards up to the present day. The collection spans areas
in East Sussex and Kent. Known as the Lambert Collection these lithic implements are housed by the
finder and are available for further study should someone want to research the flints further. These
database entries are a basic record of what is contained within the collection. The finder can be
contacted via the local Finds Liaison Officer. Re-identified by Chris Butler in November 2007. The
description given follows this new identification.
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Chronology
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Current location of find: Lambert Collection - housed by the finder
Subsequent action after recording: Returned to finder

Broad period: PALAEOLITHIC
Subperiod from: Late
Period from: PALAEOLITHIC
Date from: Circa 11000 BC
Date to: Circa 8300 BC
Dimensions and weight
Quantity: 1
Length: 50.5 mm
Width: 13.1 mm
Thickness: 2.7 mm
Weight: 1.9 g
Discovery dates

Date(s) of discovery: Friday 1st January 1965
Personal details
This information is restricted for your access level.

Other reference numbers
Other reference: Lambert Collection photo L154
Materials and construction
Primary material: Flint
Manufacture method: Knapped/flaked
Completeness: Complete

Region: South East (European Region)
County or Unitary authority: East Sussex (County)
District: Wealden (District)
Parish or ward: Frant (Civil Parish)

Spatial coordinates
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Spatial metadata
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Discovery metadata
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4 Figure: TQ5537
Four figure Latitude: 51.111339
Four figure longitude: 0.21291
1:25K map: TQ5537
1:10K map: TQ53NE
Grid reference source: From a paper map
Unmasked grid reference accurate to a 100 metre square.

Method of discovery: Other chance find
Current location: Lambert Collection - housed by the finder
General landuse: Woodland

